Introduction
Experiments on collective ion acceleration by means of the formation of a virtual cathode have been carried out for a number of years in the Soviet Union and in the United States. Recently, there has been renewed interest in the subject as a possible means of accelerating ions to very high energies. By understanding the physics underlying the acceleration process it may be possible to determine the feasability of virtual cathode staging for very high energy ion production.
For this reason, a theoretical and computational effort is underway at Los Alarnos in order to clarify the basic issues of collective ion acceleration by means of virtual cathodes. To support the theoretical effort, simulations were done with the fully electromagnetic and relativistic particle-in-cell code ISIS (in a one-dimensional mode) and the electrostatic one-dimensional code BIGONE. In the simulations, an electron beam of density 6 x 1lol cm-3 is injected into a one-dimensional box of length L . To supply the necessary ions for collective acceleration, a plasma source containing both ions and electrons was initialized near the emitting boundary (Fig. 1 ). This is similar to the I experimental configuration of Destler's group at Maryland
Of prime interest in this study was to understand the dynamics of virtual cathode formation and the dynamics of the acceleration process for the ions. In particular, the question of whether the ions are accelerated by a moving potential well2 or hydrodynamic pressure due to ambipolar '3 expansion is of primary interest. For this reason, the simulations were done in one-dimension in order to isolate the basic physical processes underlying collective ion acceleration from simple geometric effects. These simulations were then compared to 2-1/2 dimensional ISIS runs. J.,L 2.71 (-10"2-0.8-171 1)2(.m/.0)2/j,2 veilcity vo. This effect could be easily seen in the simulati( ras. After the beam front leaves the box, the gross features of the phase space are constant, though the history plots show definite virtual cathode oscillations The oscillations for low beam to= N( l v-v/c showv both higher frequencies and amplitudes than the corresponding simulations for large 10 The position of the virtual cathode was also measured as a function of the beam 'm for different values of the beam injection velocity. To minimize the effects of the oscillations in the virtual cathode position, these runs were done for large values of -to . As Fig. 2 shows, (4) or L < (8/0)1/6 there will be no real soluition for xm in terms of a given L. Hence, in the nonrelativistic regime, a necessary condition for the formation of a virtual catlhode to form is that the drift tube length L must satisfy 1, > 0.05 (vr/b ), whore to and Wb are the initial beam velocity and plasmiia frequency, respectively. This limit can be seen graphically in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 The one-dimnensional simulations witlh equipotential boundary conditions (~c=O ) show that the measured maximum ion energy is a little over three times the initial beam energYr (Fig. 4) 
